Abstract. Many application scenarios do not demand confidential encryption of visual data, but on the contrary require that certain image information is public (transparent encryption). One scenario is e.g., Pay-TV, where a low quality version should become public to attract possible customers. Transparent encryption can be implemented most efficiently in case of scalable bitstreams by encrypting enhancement layer data and baseline JPEG is therefore not well suited for designing such encryption schemes in an efficient manner. This paper investigates how transparent encryption can be realized through selective encryption of the progressive JPEG modes. The traditional approach which encrypts enhancement layers starting at the end of the bitstream suffers from high computational load. Encryption schemes with significantly reduced encryption effort are shown to deliver equivalent image quality and security.
Introduction
Encryption schemes for multimedia data need to be specifically designed to protect multimedia content and fulfil the application requirements for a particular multimedia environment [14] .
For example, real-time encryption of visual data using classical ciphers requires heavy computation due to the large amounts of data involved, but many multimedia applications require security on a much lower level (e.g. TV news broadcasting [8] ). In this context, several selective or partial encryption schemes have been proposed recently which do not strive for maximum security, but trade off security for computational complexity by restricting the encryption to the perceptually most relevant parts of the data.
However, encryption may have an entirely different aim as opposed to pure confidentiality in the context of multimedia applications. Macq and Quisquater [8] introduce the term "transparent encryption" mainly in the context of digital TV broadcasting: a broadcaster of pay TV does not always intend to prevent unauthorised viewers from receiving and watching his program, but rather intends to promote a contract with nonpaying watchers. This can be facilitated by providing a low quality version of the broadcasted program for everyone, only legitimate (paying) users get access to the full quality visual data. This is meant also by the term "try and buy" scenario. Therefore, privacy is not the primary concern in such an environment. The simplest approach to achieve this would be to simply distribute both versions, a low quality version to all potential viewers, and a high quality version only to paying viewers. However, this is mostly not desired due to the excessive demand of storage and bandwidth.
Transparent encryption usually transmits a high quality version of the visual data to all possible viewers but aims at protecting the details of the data which enable a pleasant viewing experience in an efficient manner. If this data are missing, the user is (hopefully) motivated to pay for the rest of the data which may be accessed upon transmission of the required key material by the broadcaster. Another application area of transparent encryption are preview images in image and video databases. Therefore, there are two major requirements that have to be met concurrently:
-To hide a specific amount of image information (security requirement).
-To show a specific amount of image information (quality requirement).
While the first requirement is a generalization of the confidentiality encryption approach -the condition of full encryption of all image information is extended to a "specific amount" -, the second requirement, namely to explicitly demand a certain image quality, is completely different from scenarios where confidentiality or privacy are the primary aims.
To implement transparent encryption, Macq and Quisquater [8] propose to use line permutations in the transform domain of a lossless multiresolution transform. The permutations are only applied in the region of the transform domain corresponding to fine grained details of the data. Droogenbroeck and Benedett [4] propose to encrypt bitplanes of the binary representation of raw image data, contrasting to the privacy focused approach they suggest to start with the LSB bitplane. With respect to JPEG encoded images, the authors suggest to encrypt sign and magnitude bits of medium and high frequency DCT coefficients (note that this is again exactly just the other way round as compared to encrypting low frequency coefficients only for privacy protection [2, 7] ). Bodo et al. [1] propose a technique called "waterscrambling" where they embed a watermark into the motion vectors of an MPEG stream, thereby reducing the video quality significantly -only a legitimate user has access to the key and may descramble the motion vectors.
Transparent encryption may be implemented in the simplest way in the context of scalable or embedded bitstreams. Transparent encryption is achieved in this environment by simply encrypting the enhancement layer(s). This has been proposed by Kunkelmann and Horn using a scalable video codec based on a spatial resolution pyramid [7, 6] and by Dittmann and Steinmetz [3] using a SNR scalable MPEG-2 encoder/decoder. Yuan et al. [16] propose to use MPEG-4 FGS for transparent encryption, JPEG2000 transparent encryption is discussed in own earlier work [13] .
The baseline JPEG format does not fit well into the transparent encryption scenario. For example, in order to selectively protect high frequency AC coefficients of a JPEG image (as discussed for example by Droogenbroeck and Benedett [4] ), the file needs to be parsed for the EOB symbols 0x00 to identify the end of a 8 × 8 pixels block where the VLC codewords corresponding to these coefficients will be located (with two exceptions: if 0xFF is followed by 0x00, 0x00 is used as a stuffbit and has to be ignored and if AC63 (the last ACCoefficient) does not equal 0 there will be no 0x00 and the AC coefficients have to be counted). It is clear that transparent encryption will be fairly inefficient under these circumstances where a significant parsing overhead is introduced.
In this work we systematically investigate the different JPEG progressive modes as defined in the JPEG extended system [10] with respect to their usefulness for providing efficient and yet secure transparent encryption schemes. Section 2 reviews the three modes which are also compared to the JPEG baseline system in terms of compression performance and data organisation. Section 3 finally discusses the respective suitability in a transparent encryption context, the paper is concluded in Section 4.
Progressive JPEG Modes
The basic idea of JPEG-based progressive coding [5, 12] is to organize the data into a base layer which contains a low quality approximation to the original data and several enhancement layers which, if combined with the base layer, successively improve the quality.
The three JPEG progressive modes are defined as follows (JPEG uses the term "scan" instead of layers, the first two modes are often denoted as sequential progressive modes):
-Spectral selection: the first scan contains the DC coefficients from each block of the image, subsequent scans may consist of a varying number of AC coefficients, always taking an equal number from each block. A typical choice is to encode all DC coefficients into the first scan, subsequently groups of 6 and 7 AC coefficients are organized into one scan. -Successive approximation: scans are organized according to the binary representation of the coefficients. The first 6 bit of a coefficient is the smallest fraction which the JPEG standard allows to specify. This fraction is coded as in baseline JPEG, while the following bits are emitted without coding. According to the standard DC and AC coefficients have to be treated separately. A typical setting is to use 6 scans (first 6 bit of all DC coefficients Huffman coded, 1 bit more of DC coefficient data, 1 bit more of DC coefficient data, first 6 bit of all AC coefficients Huffman coded, 1 bit more of AC coefficient data, 1 bit more of AC coefficient data). -Hierarchical progressive mode: an image pyramid is constructed by repeated weighted averaging and downsampling. The lowest resolution approximation is stored as JPEG (i.e. the first scan), reconstructed, bi-linearly upsampled, and the difference to the next resolution level is computed and stored as JPEG file with possibly different quantization strategy (similar to P and B frames in MPEG). This is repeated until the top level of the pyramid is reached.
The JPEG standard also allows to mix different modes. Note that the three modes allow a different amount of scans. Whereas spectral selection offers a maximum of 64 scans, the hierarchical progressive mode is restricted to 5 -6 sensible scans (given a 2 8 × 2 8 pixels image). Successive approximation is restricted to 6 scans (assuming 8 bpp grayscale data). Similar to the scalability profiles of MPEG-2, the JPEG progressive modes are not used very much and are poorly supported and documented in commercial software.
Although providing much better functionality for transmission based applications, the compression performance could be expected to decrease using JPEG progressive modes. This would of course not favour the use of these techniques in transparent encryption scenarios. We have shown in earlier work [12] that provided coding options are chosen carefully, compression performance equivalent to and even exceeding the baseline system may be achieved. All tests concerning the sequential progressive modes were conducted using the IJG's (Independent JPEG Group) reference library, the hierarchical mode is a custom implementation based on the IJG software [12] . All results in this work employ the Lena image with 512 2 pixels and 8bpp. Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show how the different scans contribute to the overall file size. This is important knowledge for subsequent transparent encryption since we want to design computationally efficient schemes. In the spectral selection case ( Fig. 1(a) ) each scan contains one coefficient from each block and as it is expected, the size of the scan decreases for increasing coefficient frequency. In our example, successive approximation uses the scan configuration used as an example above. We realize that the two scans containing the single DC coefficient bits do not contribute much to the overall file size, whereas the three scans corresponding to single AC coefficient bits contribute 21% and 44% to the overall data. Table 1 shows two examples for the hierarchical JPEG case using 6 scans (6 pyramid levels), the first optimized for good compression performance (note that in this case the quality of the base layer needs to be low, in our example it is set to q f = 10 [12] resulting in a total of 48589 bytes), the second optimized for a high quality base layer (q f = 95, resulting in a total of 53113 bytes). It is clearly visible that the distribution of the amount of data among the scans differs significantly depending on the compression settings. This also implies that encrypting e.g. layer 4 only imples a variation in encryption amount between 2.55% and 18.89% of the entire data (which is rather significant since the overall data volume differs only by 10% in our example).
Transparent Encryption

The Classical Approach
The classical approach for transparent encryption of visual data in layered representation is to simply encrypt the enhancement layers, successively encrypting more and more data starting at the end of the file. The remaining scans (i.e. the base layer or scans left in plaintext) may be expected to contain data corresponding to the visual information in lower quality. As we shall see, this approach implies that large amounts of data need to be encrypted to provide a sufficient quality decrease. As an alternative we will investigate strategies where visually more important data, which is not located in the last portions of enhancement information, is encrypted first. The goal is to have similar results as compared to the classical approach but less encryption effort.
Note that in most transparent encryption scenarios the encryption of DC coefficient data has to be avoided since otherwise luminance information is entirely or partially lost and the result is a severely alienated image which might refrain a potential costumer from getting interested in the data (quality requirement is not met). This immediately results in a lower bound in achievable image quality that may be achieved with the sequential progressive modes: this bound is attained by reconstructing the image based on DC coefficient data only as shown in Figs. 4 and 6 . The situation is more complicated for the hierarchical mode due to the flexibility in its coding parameters. Depending on the quality of the base layer (and the depth of the pyramid) employed, reconstructions using the image pyramids' base only may vary to a large extent in quality (see Fig. 2 for corresponding examples of a two layer pyramid with high quality q f = 95 and low quality q f = 10 base layers).
Rec. using 30% of data Rec. using 6% of data PSNR=23.92,ESS=0.8 PSNR=22.99,ESS=0.64 Decoding a partially encrypted image by treating the encrypted data as being unencrypted leads to images severely degraded by noise type patterns (which originate from the encrypted parts). Using these images to judge the security of the system leads to misinterpretations since a hostile attacker can do much better. In particular, an attacker could simply ignore the encrypted parts (which can be easily identified by statistical means) or replace them by typical non-noisy data. This kind of attack is called "error-concealment" [15] or "replacement attack" [11] in the literature. The IJG software ignores empty scans during decoding -therefore a simple error concealment attack sets the scans affected from encryption simply to zero. In the hierarchical JPEG case we set residual pyramid levels to zero if affectd by encryption, the base layer is replaced by uniform gray value 128. See also [5, 12] for these attacks against DCT-based coding/encryption schemes. In order to assess the quality of the visual material after reconstruction in addition to visual inspection we use PSNR and ESS (Edge Similarity Score [9] ), the latter measuring the similarity of dominating edges on a block basis in the range [0, 1].
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show PSNR values when starting encryption at the end of the file and successively increasing the amount of data encrypted, for spectral selection and successive approximation, respectively, using direct reconstruction and under an error concealment attack. We clearly note the effect of the attack which improves the reconstructions by 4 -5 dB.
The result curves bend sharply towards lower quality when DC coefficient data is reached for both cases at about 90% of the data encrypted (which again documents that encrypting DC coefficient data violates the quality requirements of transparent encryption), in the successive approximation case we additionally observe different behaviour also when the 6 significant AC coefficient bits are met at about 65% of the data encrypted. Fig. 4 gives a visual example of the effectiveness of the conducted attack against transparent encryption of 89% spectral selection data. The attack improves the visual quality and PSNR values considerably. This example shows a dilemma which makes the parameters for transparent encryption difficult to adjust. If the amount of encryption is selected to deliver optimal quality without the assumption of a conducted attack (not too good to motivate viewers to pay for better quality and not too low to raise the viewers' interest in the material), the quality is too high after a successful attack has been mounted. In this scenario, customers able to perform a corresponding attack will probably do so instead of paying. In case the amount of encryption is adjusted to deliver optimal quality assuming an attack has been mounted, the non-attacked material is of rather low quality and might not be suited to raise the average viewers' interest. Therefore, a compromise between those two strategies has to be found. Also, the decision which strategy is applied of course also depends on the business model and the target customer group of the overall application scenario.
Reducing Encryption Effort
We have seen that the necessity of meeting the security requirement leads to the encryption of a large amount of data in case encryption preceeds from the end of the file to the beginning as done traditionally. However, since the last layers do not contribute much to the image quality, it may be more reasonable not to start encrypting at the end of the data, but at a specific point after the DC data according to the required image quality. For most applications starting right after the DC data will be appropriate, in order to minimize the image quality and the encryption rate. Fig. 5 shows an example where encrypting the first AC coefficient only (7% of the file size) results in almost the same image quality as when encrypting 70% of the data starting from the end of the file in the case of spectral selection. We result in a much more efficient transparent encryption scheme employing this idea. The same observations may be made and similar solution strategies can be applied in case of successive approximation. Using the traditional approach, large quantities of data need to be protected to meet both security and quality requirements, respectively (see for example Fig. 6 where 92% of the data are encrypted: all AC data plus the two single DC coefficient bit scans). Considering the results shown in Fig. 3(b) , it is evident that the scan containing the 6 bit AC coefficient data mainly influences the image quality. However, when encrypting this scan we have to process 22% of the overall data accordingly, which is still too much for most applications. One possibility is to split up this scan using spectral selection: Fig. 6 shows results for the encryption of the leading 5 AC coefficients (only the 6 most significant bits, which represent 14% of coefficient data, are encrypted), which leads to similar image quality as the encryption of about 92% of the data with the traditional approach. Again, we were able to significantly reduce the encryption effort as compared to the traditional technique. Contrasting to the sequential progressive JPEG modes, hierarchical JPEG can offer a great flexibility in its coding parameters. However, as we have seen in the example of Fig. 2 , using the traditional approach of encrypting enhancement layers starting at the end of the file at the highest layer) requires the encryption of 70% or 94% of the overall data in the examples of the two layer scenario. When the number of layers is increased, a higher and higher percentage of data has to be encrypted using this technique. Therefore we apply the same principle as discussed before and encrypt scans between the base layer (layer 0) and the highest enhancement layers. Table 2 shows corresponding results when this idea is applied to the two variants of 6-level pyramids given as an example at the end of section 2 (and we also provide the amount of data in percentages contained in the different layers).
Results in the table indicate that we may reduce the neccessary encryption amount significantly using this approach. However, we notice an enormous gap in the quality results between the direct reconstruction and the result obtained by the error concealment attack. Note the extreme example when encryption layer 3 where the difference in PSNR between the directly reconstructed image and the attacked version is more than 10 dB ! This fact makes it extremely Table 2 . Results of protecting various layers when applied to the compression optimized pyramid (q f = 10) and to the quality optimized pyramid (q f = 95).
difficult to adjust the encryption parameters properly to meet both, security and quality requirements (which is a difficult task in any case as discussed earlier): the quality of a directly reconstructed image must not be too low, otherwise the average customer will lose interest; but an attacker in this case will succeed in generating a high quality version. As a consequence, for real life applications we have to rely on settings minimizing this quality gap. Table 2 shows that this gap is by far less pronounced when layer 1 or 2 are encrypted only. Fig. 7 displays the case of encrypting layer 2 for the compression optimized pyramid (q f = 10), Fig. 8 shows the case of encrypting layer 1 for the quality optimized pyramid (q f = 95). If the quality requirements are met for the target application, these settings are a very good choice since the encryption effort is very small (0.80% and 1.25% of the overall file size) and the security is rather satisfactory since the discussed gap is rather small in these cases. Table 2 reveals an additional property when avoiding to encrypt the highest enhancement layer(s): as can be seen, the gap between quality using direct reconstruction and attacked visual data is maximal when the high layers are encrypted. Therefore, besides reducing the encryption amount as suggested in this work we also improve the applicability in real-word scenarios of the scheme by encrypting layers more closely to the base layer.
